: = RH
The characters introduced by tim substitution process have t, he following memfings: G an integer N 't number containing a decimal point N L an incomplete number, ending in 10 N2 an in.complete mm~ber, ending in ~0± N* "~ number ending with an exponent, of 10 I an identifier; a letter followed by letters or digits V % subscripted v-mable E a parenthesized expression S a bracketed subscript O .
a unary arithmetic operator (/)~, a binary operator @~, an ambiguous operator ( + or -) , unary or binary according to context t!;~ an expression followed by a comma E~p an expression followed by a right parenthesis E,,b an expression (or list of expressions separated by commas) followed by a right bracket Et an expression followed by a semicolon R H the replacement operator := followed by Et Z an identifier or subscripted variable followed by RH; a well-f0rmed formula F a function R E F E R E N C E S I. Preliminary R e p o r t --I n t e r n a t i o n a l Algebraic Language, Communications of t h e ACMIf F ( s ) is of a simple :nature, e.g., a :rational function, one can find the poles and residues ~m(1 he, me ev~duate f(t). tIowever, it often happens that the poles and residues cannot be found without ~ prohibilive amount of computation a n d a direct uumeri(:al melhod must be used. Also, the function F(s) m'~y be knowu only from empirical data, in which ease dire(:t mun(wieal inversion is the only praetieal way.
Resolution into ~Frigonometrie In tcgrais
.,ks mentioned above, all singulariti(s of l"(s) are assumed to lie in Ira(s) < 0, hence we mt~y take c = 0. Furtherm()re we need f(t) only for t > 0, so thai, our formula is: 
We therefore get, the pair of formulas f(t) = ~r--lf~ x(co)sin cot &o 
T h e ] | u r w i t z a n d Z~veifel M e t h o d for T r i g o t m metric I n t e g r a l s
The munerical evaluation of the i~ttegrals iu (8) ()r !i presents three difficulties. First the rauge is i~ditfiiv Second, for large f the integral~ds os(:illate vioM~tiy, a!~< hence (u)nventional methods of evahmtio~t rc(i~fire a~ inq)raetieally small interval of integration. Third, lher~ are strong (:ancellations from the positive a*~d ~egati>. half-('y(.les of sin cot and cos c0t.
Hurwitz and Zweifel [2 t have devised a procedure whi(:ia largely (drcumvents these difticuities. They carry ()at lh( integration over suceessive half-cycles and then use ;, series-summing techni(lue to reduce the munI)er ~)[ bali'-cycles necessary. The integration ()vet' iudividual h:~IL cycles is based on a Gaussian quadrature method. 1)etai!, may be found in the article quoted.
The essential formulas are as follows, using the :4~. integral (8) formulas for the cosine integral are very similar. Only ~ine integral was programmed for the 650, but the ram for the cosine integr~fl would be ahnost the same. ~neral there is no reason for using ~(oo) in preference (oo). In particular eases one or the other might be .,r behaved, and hence one could achieve more acey with the cosine integral. m vonvergence of the series (10) can be acceler~tted Lpplying an averaging process to the partial sums = ~.,7=0 L~. We define ~ new sequence s~,~ = (s., + s,,~+,)/2,
in general S~ ~ ,,, + ~S,,+1)/2. For relatively t'unctions x(00), the partial sums S.~ oscillate about imiting value, and hence the average can be expected more accurate than the individual terms. In the 650 cam three averages were used. The computation is )ed if --Sm+ti < e, I S.~+l i e E is an accuracy control constant which is fed into )rogram.
[odifieations for Positive Poles and Small Negave Poles
ppose that F(s) has a pole at s = a where Re(a) > 0.
;(s) = F(s + a + ~) where3 > 0. ThenG(s) can
Lverted by the above method; and
L-~(G) = e-( ~ ~)'L-i(F) L-t(F) = e(~+~)~L-~(G).
F(s) has a pole at the origin it is of course easier to 'act off the singular part. one problem which was run using the 650 program, 'unction x(oo) = Im{F(i~)} showed a sharp peak o~ = 0. It was impossible to take a small enough ~M of integration to adequately cover this peak. It ',onjectured that it was due to a negative pole at -a,
x(a) = max. The value of a was determined, and unction 2a×(a)o~/(c~ ~ + a 2) was subtracted from This corresponds to forming
have in this case
L-'(F) = L-t(G) -4-e~t2ax(a).
Program for Small t e method described above will work only for t greater some minimum value, which depends on the maxinumber of points (2N) used per half-cycle. The ~soeiated with t and N is ~-/t(2N + 1), so that if t is small, N would have to be inordinately large. We deto use an alternate integration technique for snmll program using Simpson's rule has been written for , to the t such that the more efficient Gaussian intern can be used. 
